Celebrate and Delight in Science in New Comics Anthology
(BOSTON, MA) Boundless is a love letter to science: a comics anthology that celebrates,
explores, and infuses science into tales about our real (and imagined) world. Inside its pages,
you will find stories that are engaging, beautiful yet accurate, and compelling in their depiction of
all the wondrous allure science so regularly brings to our lives, providing a unique learning tool
for educating comics enthusiasts and science buffs of all ages.
Supported on Kickstarter by over 800 backers, the 200+ page anthology consists of over 30
different pieces from nearly 40 artists and writers, exploring various scientific processes,
technologies, methods, and historical moments in fields including biology, medicine, physics,
optics, and astronomy. The book details the medical mystery of Phineas Gage—who survived
an iron bar piercing his skull in the 1800s—and the zombie fungus cordyceps, the science of
fermentation, a mysterious and ancient fish of the deep, dark matter, relativity, computer
viruses, and more.
Jennifer Oulette, from Gizmodo, said about Boundless:
“Science is brimming over with fantastic concepts and stories, and Boundless provides ample
evidence in its more than 200 pages.”
About the authors
Boundless was edited by the team of Olivia Li, Jordan Stillman, Neil Johnson, and Heide Solbrig
and features work from nearly 40 artists and writers, including Dan Mazur, Aya Rothwell, Chad
Essley, Rayna Cendre, E. J. Barnes, LB Lee, Eric Boeker, Holly Foltz, Jess Semeraro, Kevin
Kite, Michelle McCauley, Madeleine Witt, and Victoria Robado.
About Boston Comics Roundtable
The Boston Comics Roundtable is a community of independent comics artists and writers based
in the Greater Boston area, acting as a resource for local creators. More information about BCR
and our upcoming events can be found on our website at www.bostoncomicsroundtable.com.
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